
MAGHA NAKSHATRA BUSINESS PLAN

Magha Nakshatra. On another plane, the sun is also associated with authority which can engender magnanimity and
humility, or mercilessness and tyranny.

They face heaven. In addition to theatre, politics, family or group leadership, and organizational activities, you
may also be attracted to studying or upholding the law, studying or practicing orthodox religion, deciphering
ancient manuscripts, history, archaeology, journalism, and writing biographies or memoirs. You are highly
compatible with natives of Purvaphalguni, the eleventh nakshatra. They interact with the world by constantly
moving, changing, and blending into whatever environment they temporarily inhabit. Shadowy side:
Arrogance, racial superiority, prejudice and identification with class status. They are more immersed in the
material realm than the realm of spirit. Laghu light and swift nakshatras are mentally acute, cunning and witty.
He will be God fearing. Devas are known as "gods", "angels" or "celestial beings". He does several things for
the community or society not with the intention of getting anything in return but for mental satisfaction. You
may also be attracted to the drama of enacted in the political arena, as worldly power entices you. The first
nine nakshatras from Ashwini to Ashlesha influenced by Rajas relate to childhood and adolescence and the
excitement, vitality, aspirations and energy associated with this phase of life. He will respect elders. Whereas
the sign zodiac is based on the yearly cycle of the Sun, the sign zodiac presented here is based on the monthly
cycle of the Moon. Qualities like leadership, self-assertion, idealism and courage are perfectly displayed. But
this mental feeling leads him into a state of failures. The second pada falls on the Taurus Navamsa which is
ruled by Venus. There are two goddesses at Thavasimadai Sri Mahalingeswarar temple. Career Managers;
administrators; royalty; people bestowing honors and knighthoods; people in high positions in government
jobs; legends, aristocrats; bureaucrats; officials; people heading chosen professions; referees, judges,
advocates; lawyers; magistrates; librarians; orators; politicians; performers; dramatists; historians; museum
jobs; black magicians; exorcists; occultists; astrologers; genetic engineering experts; archaeologists; antique
dealers; ancient knowledge researchers; documentary makers; lineage experts Favorable Activities
Ceremonies requiring pompousness and grandness, public performances, parades, award functions,
researching lineage, career strategies, past practices, upgrading to higher status and possessions, ancient
knowledge, religious activities, settling disputes, seeking favors from people in authority Unfavorable
Activities Lending, servile activities, planning for the future, technological processes Remedies Magha natives
are respectful towards elders. Rajas means "atmosphere" or "air". Soul Sound: Me Keyword: Ritual Strengths:
Respectful of traditions, enjoys ceremony, follows chain of command, intelligent, optimistic, reliable,
respectful, kind, well-balanced, compassionate, craves attention and likes being served, admired by many,
performs well with praise and honor, enjoys full scale parties and a passionate love life. Time tested theories
and philosophies may appeal to you more than new, experimental ones. Revati represents ultimate spiritual
transcendence. You seek to create the semblance of order in your life through ritual and ceremony. He also
does not like any person who makes hindrance or causes troubles to others. Agni fire is the element of action,
motivation, color and purification.


